Management Dynamics Wins Multiple
Awards in 2006
ARCHIVAL CONTENT
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J., Aug. 4 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Management Dynamics, a
leading provider of global trade management solutions, today announced that
it has been recognized as an industry leader in 2006 by several leading
supply chain and logistics publications including Global Logistics & Supply
Chain Strategies’ “Top 100 Supply Chain Partners,” Supply & Demand Chain
Executive’s “100,” Inbound Logistics’ “Top 100 Logistics IT Providers,” and
Manufacturing Business Technology’s “Global 100.”
These awards cover a broad range of corporate, product and customer service
achievements gained by Management Dynamics over the past year, including
development of innovative, best-in-class solutions for global trade
management, consistently high levels of implementation excellence and
customer satisfaction, as well as the company’s market sustainability and
year-on-year revenue growth, benchmarked against its competitors.
“We are honored to be widely recognized as industry leaders in global trade
management. As we evolve to meet the needs of our growing customer base
throughout the world, we accept these awards as a testament to our
flexibility and responsiveness in today’s competitive and demanding global
environment,” said Jim Preuninger, CEO of Management Dynamics. “We would like
to thank our customers for their continued insight and support, which enables
us to drive continual product and service innovation to further enhance the
value of the solutions we offer.”
About the Awards
The Global Logistics & Supply Chain Strategies “100 Great Supply Chain
Partners” program is the result of a six-month poll during which logistics
and supply chain professionals are invited to nominate vendors and service
providers whose technology, logistics, transportation or consulting solutions
have made a significant impact on their company’s efficiency, customer
service and overall supply chain performance. Management Dynamics has been a
recipient of the GL&SCS award for two consecutive years, receiving
endorsements from a number of its customers including Levis, Glazer’s, Eagle
Logistics, Scarbrough Logistics, and NNR Global Logistics.
The 2006 “Supply & Demand Chain Executive 100” serves as an original
intelligence and decision-making tool for corporate executives and management
professionals working to enable their supply and demand chains for
competitive advantage.
“Our goal with this year’s ‘100’ was to highlight a broad range of
innovations taking place in the theory and practice of supply chain
transformation,” commented Andrew K. Reese, editor of Supply & Demand Chain
Executive. “Management Dynamics works in enabling companies to optimize their

supply chain execution decisions across increasingly global supply networks
and helping enterprises reduce the risks associated with global trade. For
that reason, Supply & Demand Chain Executive has selected Management Dynamics
as a leading innovator in the supply chain field.”
Inbound Logistics’ “Top 100 Logistics IT Providers” recipients were selected
from a list of more than 500 IT providers. Selected companies were evaluated
based on their flexibility and leadership in expanding their solutions and
offering enriched functionalities.
“Given the change dynamic facing leading global enterprises, it’s hard to
imagine how logistics IT solutions providers are able continue to offer new
and exciting solutions enabling logistics excellence,” said Felecia Stratton,
editor of Inbound Logistics. “It is impressive to see Management Dynamics
providing the flexibility and the kinds of solutions that forward thinking
enterprises need to face these challenges of longer supply chains and
globalization trends.”
Manufacturing Business Technology’s 2006 “Global 100” list of enterprise and
supply chain Management application vendors is taken from an independent
ranking determined by total company revenues for 2005.
About Management Dynamics, Inc.
Management Dynamics is a leading provider of global trade management
solutions that improve the performance of global supply chains for importers,
exporters, logistics service providers, and carriers. The company’s solutions
synchronize the flow of information among trading partners, optimize supply
chain execution decisions, and streamline import and export processes to
ensure regulatory compliance and minimize cost and risk involved in crossborder transactions. Management Dynamics’ time-proven solutions are used by
more than 13,000 global users at some of the world’s most successful 3PLs,
carriers, manufacturers, retailers, and high technology companies.
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